Abstract--Increasing returns to scale (RTS) is frequently postulated as affecting productivity in surface coal mining. However, it is not clear whether increased capital intensity or increased output is the relevant phenomenon. A ray-homothetic production function that incorporates the capital-labor mix and fixed site geology into the scale elasticity is presented and estimated with a micro (mine level) dataset. The results indicate that higher capital intensity contributes to higher RTS for some types of capital equipment, but not all. On the average increasing RTS was found, with few mines approaching optimal scale.
I. Introduction
T HE literature of coal mining productivity contains many references to returns to scale as a factor in strip mining productivity.' However, different analysts use different definitions of " scale,"' and consequently their results are mixed. Some analysts associate returns to scale with larger pieces of capital equipment; 2 others use the more traditional economic notion of output volume and the scale elasticity;3 others simply relate output volume to labor productivity.4 It may be true that developments in large pieces of earth-moving equipment have been implemented at surface mines with large output volume, but this does not necessarily imply increasing returns to this particular capital input. This confusion in the mining literature in the use of the term "scale," coupled with the more general observation that large firms (not just large mines) rarely have the same capital-labor mix as their smaller counterparts, leads to a hypothesis that a different capital-labor mix yields different economies of scale.
The application of ray-homothetic production functions leads to an easily testable hypothesis on the impact of input mix to economies of scale. Additionally, these functions are more general than their homothetic namesakes. Fare (1975) has shown that they do not generate linear expansion paths. convex isoquants, or exhibit strong disposability of inputs. The properties of convexity and strong disposability are necessary for a dual, cost function analysis of the production structure. If the true underlying production function is rayhomothetic, the dual approach is inappropriate, therefore these functions are a desirable tool for productivity analysis in general and in particular when input mix is believed to be an important determinant of economies of scale.5 Newcombe (1978) illustrates that geological conditions are a key determinant of strip mine productivity. The decision to open a mine and the scale of that mine critically depend on the site geology.6 By appropriate choice of homothetic transformation, it is possible to model another significant phenomenon in strip mining, capacity constraints that arise from the mine site geology. Baker (1979) and Malhotra (1975) .
5 One significant drawback with a production function approach, however, is that endogeneity of the input variables will result in inconsistent estimates. Since the cost function is the principal way around this problem, we are faced with a methodological tradeoff between an undesirable statistical procedure and an undesirable theoretical procedure. The choice in this case is made in favor of the more satisfying theoretical method.
6 For a discussion of mine site engineering and site geology, see Skelly and Loy (1975) . 7 Capacity bounds are often referred to but rarely explicitly modeled. The approach used here is applicable to any firm with fixed inputs that imply an upper bound on output. [ 
]
Copyright ?) 1987 volume of coal that may be mined in a given period. The need for maintaining overburden piles while the coal is removed from the seam creates congestion in an engineering sense and in the sense of the law of diminishing returns. The law of diminishing returns, due to the presence of these fixed factors, may be modeled by a modified arctangent homothetic transformation. Alternative treatments of diminishing returns in production functions are discussed by Shephard and Fare (1974) but do not lend themselves to analysis of returns to scale in the variable factors. Additionally, modeling fixed factors in an appropriate homothetic transformation makes it possible to define and compute optimal scale for each mine.
The empirical example estimated is for the midwest mining region. The main result of this analysis agrees with the notion that more intensive use of capital eqaipment vis a vis labor inputs, specifically the primary earth mover, contributes to increased returns to scale. Increasing returns to the primary earth mover alone is not found. The production function presented below fits the data well and passes a test for functional specification.
Section II reviews the theory of ray-homotheticity and presents the Ray Cobb Douglas (RCD) production function and a homothetic transformation to model capacity bounds. Section III combines the RCD with the arctangent homothetic transformation and estimates the model for the coal strip-mining industry. Section IV discusses the scale elasticity estimates and computes optimal scale from the estimates in section III.
II. Functional Form of the Model
The class of ray-homogeneous functions was introduced by Eichhorn (1969) . These functions are homogeneous of degree A(X/IXI), where A is a positive valued function which is homogeneous of degree zero in X.
g(XX)
= XA(X/IXI)g(X).
The function g is homogeneous of degree A( X/I XI) along each ray in input space.
Ray-homothetic functions may be defined analogously to homothetic functions. A ray-homothetic function is a monotone transformation, h -1' of a ray-homogeneous "kernel" function, g(X).
f (x) = h-'(g(X)).
(2) Discussion of choice of an appropriate homothetic transformation is deferred to the end of this section.
The properties of the ray-homogeneous class are examined by Goldman and Shephard (1972) , who show that this type of function exhibits either convexity or strong disposability only when the function reduces to simple homogeneous; i.e., A( X/I XI) is constant. A monotone transformation only reorders the isoquants of a ray-homogeneous function. It does not affect its curvature properties (convexity, disposability). Thus, the result obtained by Goldman and Shephard is true for ray-homothetic functions as well. Fare (1975) shows that a ray-homothetic function satisfies these stronger assumptions if it is a simple homothetic function.
The functional form of the kernel which is presented here is the ray-homogeneous CobbDouglas (RCD), n g(X) = ea X<io+a(X/IXI). 
The function a is real valued and homogeneous of degree zero in X. This general form was introduced by Fare, Jansson and Lovell (1981). One should note that the only requirement on a(X/l Xl) is that it be homogeneous of degree zero in X. It is not necessary to choose an explicit norm on X. The notation a(X/IXI) and A(X/IXI) is used to make it clear that the function must be homogeneous of degree zero in X.
The form of a( X/l Xl) that is used here8 is n a(X/IXI)= Z pXi/Xi./ (5) j=2
The "norm" is taken to be the first input in the X vector. More specifically, X1 will be labor. If the other inputs are capital equipment, then the capital-labor ratios will affect the degree of homo- 
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geneity. This formulation also allows for relatively simple derivation of marginal products. A nonlinear a( X/IXI) or a more complicated "norm," euclidean for example, would make the derivation of marginal products unnecessarily complex.9 The functional form presented here is not flexible in the conventional sense of being able to provide a second-order approximation to an arbitrary production function, but may be seen as "flexible" in its representation of scale economies, since it generalizes the degree of homogeneity of the CobbDouglas form.
The behavior of the scale elasticity, E, with respect to output, u, as inputs are scaled along some path is important to empirical work. In particular, it is desirable for the production function to exhibit some notion of a capacity bound. This is especially true of micro (mine level) production functions. In order for the scale elasticity to reflect this, the functional form of h and hence E must exhibit certain properties.
Let the capacity limit be denoted as U, then lim h-'(g(XX)) = U, h-(g(XX)) < U.
That is, as inputs are scaled, output approaches the capacity limit from below. This is what is meant by capacity limit. An alternative way to express a capacity limit is lim E(u, X) = 0,
u -U when scaling is radial. In addition, E should decline monotonically, from values above one to zero, as u ranges from zero to U. This models the assumption of initially increasing and then decreasing RTS as output exceeds the optimal scale. The homothetic transformation used here is a modification of the one introduced by Waage (1974) . Let h(u) = tan( u/ao).
This has a capacity limit of a07T/2, and has a much simpler scale elasticity than the original form introduced by Waage.
E(u, X) = A(XIXI)slin(u/a0)cos(u/a0)(ao/u) = A(X/IXI)sin(2u/aO)(aO/2u).
The behavior of (9) Hence, (9) may exhibit initially increasing RTS only when A(X/IXI) > 1. The capacity bound of a plant is determined by the level of fixed factors of production. What is meant by fixed and variable depends, in part, on the time period one is concerned with. Let us assume here that the factors of production, X, can be partitioned into fixed and variable components, i.e., X = (z, x), where z is a subvector of fixed factors and x is the remaining n-dimensional subvector of variable factors. The capacity bound can now be expressed as u = c(z), or in the case of the homothetic transformation in (8), a0 = c(z), since ao is the parameter that determines the capacity bound. Mak (1980) provides the theoretical connection between the partition above and the ray-homogeneous kernel function represented by (1). He generalizes ray-homogeneous functions to path-homogeneousl' functions, where any arbitrary path in input space may be the scaling path. In our case, the scaling path is in the sub-space of variable factors, i.e., XX = (z, Xx). The resulting function is path-homogeneous for partial (variable) factor scaling. Since the path is linear in the variable factors, the term ray-homogeneous and ray-homothetic can be used loosely within this context without confusion. Since the change to variable factor scaling does not affect the theory, the only notational change will be to use small x to denote variable factors.
Within the context of strip mining, the geological characteristics of the mine are the fixed factors. Let 
where greek letters denote parameters to be estimated. Following Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze (1966), we now assume that E(E) = 0, E(E'E) = a2i, the operators of the mines included in the data set maximize expected profit, and the errors are normally distributed so that maximum likelihood techniques apply. Jennrich (1969) shows that a method which is asymptotically equivalent to maximum likelihood is nonlinear least squares (NLS). It is assumed that the sample size is sufficient to claim asymptotic properties. Plots of residuals against the number of days the mine operated suggested that the errors are heteroscedastic. Several tests for heteroscedasticity were performed and weighted NLS was applied to estimate (15). Additional ilfformation on the estimation procedure is available from the author on request.
The results for the weighted NLS model are presented in table 1. The value of R2, 0.908, is very high for a cross-section data set. All parameters in the model are significant in a two-tailed test at the 95% confidence level, except the four indicated. The significance of f2 implies a rejection of the simple homothetic CD form, supporting the hypothesis that factor intensity has an impact on RTS. The degree of homogeneity is not constant, but depends upon input mix. 

IV. Results
Combining equations (11) and (14) 
18) 2u
The scale elasticity is not constant, but depends upon fixed factors, output levels, and capital-labor ratios.
The significance of /2 implies that higher capital intensity in the primary earth mover increases RTS. This result is consistent with the observations in the literature associating scale economies with the size of the primary earth mover, but makes that connection explicit. Increasing returns to the primary earth mover alone was not supported by these estimates. The tendency for other studies estimating traditional production functions and obtaining slightly increasing, but not significant economies of scale is not surprising when taken in light of the dependence of E on this important capital-labor ratio, which varies from mine to mine.
Applying (18) to all observations in the data set yields an elasticity that varies from 0.77 to 3.0. The mean value is 1.24. Only eleven observations had scale elasticities less thau unity. To illustrate the variation in the scale elasticity by mine size, frequencies by output level and scale elasticity are shown in table 2. 
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As observed in section II, the scale elasticity may exhibit initially increasing, constant, and finally decreasing RTS as u -* U only when A(x/lxl) > 1. Optimal scale is obtained when E(u, X) = 1. When A(x/lxl) < 1 there does not exist an optimal scale. This is the case for only eleven observations in the data set.
To obtain the optimal scale, let v = u/elzjrlz?2 and solve
This equation is nonlinear in v and has no analytical solution. Newton's method, an iterative method for solving nonlinear equations, may be applied to obtain a solution. Optimal scale ranges from 0.65 to 10.3 million tons per year. The mean value is 4.8. Few mines approach the optimum. The theoretical capacity bound shows similar variation. The mean value is 13.8, with lower and upper bounds of 9.3 and 23.5, respectively. Optimal scale tends to be much lower than the capacity bound. That is because the capacity bound is the theoretically maximum output level. This is not an engineering notion of " practical capacity." One would expect "practical capacity" to be closer to optimal scale. The capacity bound may also be interpreted as a measure of the productivity of the fixed geological conditions, since the fact that these key productive inputs are fixed is what gives rise to capacity bounds.
Fixed inputs and capital intensity clearly have a role in determining the nature of returns to scale. The production function presented here demonstrates that the effects of these factors can be modeled and parametrically tested. Since the scale elasticity exhibits increasing, constant, and decreasing returns, as output rises, it is possible to compute optimal scale. Although the model is nonlinear, improvements in computational methods and computers have removed this as an impediment to the useful application of this empirical tool. In the example presented, higher capital intensity in the primary earth mover has a significant impact on returns to scale. This may be seen as supporting two apparently different points of view in the mining productivity literature: increasing returns to the primary earth mover and increasing returns to scale.
